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Mounting Your Paper Money for
Storage and Exhibition

By David Paskausky

Mounting paper money in loose-leaf notebooks is an
inexpensive method of storing and showing your collec-

.s  tion. The commercial "Bill-serts" are well known and
readily available. Two of the advantages of the com-
mercial Bill-serts are the ease with which you can change
the order of your collection mounting and very good
protection for your notes. For most of the large notes
the fact that you can see both sides of the note is an
advantage, too. (On the small types of currency the re-
verses are identical for most of the series or show only
minor changes.)

Bill-serts do have some advantages. The small-size
notes slip in the large-size "serts". For a neat and attrac-
tive display, filler sheets of white or black heavy card-
board must be placed between the Bill-sert pages so that
the different notes will not be visible at the same time.
Bill-serts can also be expensive; for instance, imagine
mounting in numerical sequence a set of two regular
and two star notes of the current one dollar Federal
Reserve notes!

Most college bookstores sell a clear plastic page cover
or transparent folder which comes with a black insert
sheet. Actually it is a clear cover for a standard 8 1/2
by 11 page. Such pages can be used in conjunction
with clear photo-mount corners to mount your paper
money. The note is placed on the page with mounts on
three or four of the corners. No damage is done to the
note, and it may be replaced by merely opening the
cover and taking it from the corner mounts and slipping
the replacement note into place. Labeling of the notes
can be done on the inside sheet and can be changed by
pasting a new label in place. Six instead of three notes
may be mounted.

This method has one disadvantage: the back of the
note is not visible. However, this can be corrected for
most types of small currency by mounting a type note
in the exhibit showing the reverse. Whenever a minor
change in the back takes place, such as adding the motto
"In God We Trust", the new back can be shown where
it first appears.

Instead of photo-mount corners with the transparent
folders, you can also use Philatelic Crystal Mounts in the
block-of-four size which is just right to hold current
small bills. This raises the cost above that of the photo-
corners but gives even more protection while retaining
mobility for exhibiting.

Incidentally, the Crystal Mount may be used to mount
stamps and makes a very impressive exhibit of your
stamps on a black background. The stamps can be
shown with no worry about anyone touching them, as
they are doubly protected by two layers of clear cover-
ing. If you do collect stamps, you can mount one note
and two plate blocks in each Crystal Mount sheet with
no waste, or two notes and a little waste. If you manage
to ruin the black insert paper, you can replace it easily.
With the Crystal Mount method, you can even show
your paper money collection to your more envious friends
because they will not be tempted to try to remove them
as they might with the Bill-serts.

For both the Vill-sert and the Crystal Mount methods,
a number of loose-leaf notebooks can be used to mount
different types of currency. For example, silver certif-
cates can be mounted in one book, United States in an-
other, and Federal Reserve notes in a third. For the
old large-size currency, the Bill-sert method is better
because it shows the back of the same bill. Very few of
us can afford to have a large enough selection of large
currency to have duplicates of each note.

For small-size notes the Crystal Mount seems better.
In lots of 50 the transparent page covers can be obtained
for about eight cents a page, bringing the total mounting
cost per page to about ten cents with the clear photo-
mount corners. With the Crystal Mount the cost is from
22 to 30 cents per page.

Thus the transparent folders with either clear photo-
mount corners or the Crystal Mount make inexpensive
and protective mounts for your small-size currency. These
page protectors have a very professional look and are as
easily shown as the Bill-sert pages.

S-Money

(Cont'd. from page 92.)

While officials at the U. S. Bureau of Engraving and
Printing traditionally demonstrate heavy resistance to
any change in a currency product system, Superintendent
Holtzclaw has told its inventor that he has no objection
to "S-Money" provided it offers equal resistance to
counterfeiting.

Reed believes this requirement is more than met by the
castprinting process his company has developed. As
soon as the U. S. patent for this process is granted, he
intends to press further for a change.


